PRESSINFO
Three in one go

The core competences of the Karl KnauerGroup are innovative packaging,
advertising materials and gift packaging

Biberach/Baden, September 2018. Three of the renowned sustainability awards
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It is a novelty in the history of the PSI Sustainability Awards that the prestigious
sustainability award "Sustainable Company of the Year" in the international
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manufacture. In a dialog with the customer,
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our experts develop constructions that

jury praises the combination of social, economic and ecological performance of

meet all requirements for a packaging.

Karl Knauer: According to the jury verdict, the Sustainable Company of the Year
2018 presented itself in the three pillars of the sustainability Economy - Ecology Social, networking in an exemplary manner and at the level of documented
efficiency. The verdict also stated that, “the current certificates and audits on
climate and environmental management, the responsible use of resources and the

For eight industry competence fields Karl
Knauer offers specialised programmes with
state-of-the-art packaging technologies:
Cosmetics/care, blister cards, pharma/
ealth, environment/nature, agriculture/
ood, beverages, home/industry as well as
engineering. Moreover, we are working at
full speed on innovations for the packaging

extensive documentation of a veritable quality campaign testify to a company at

requirements of the future. Be it in the

the level of environmental corporate environmental policy.” In addition, the social

fields convenience, product safety,

commitment of the traditional Biberach company was acknowledged, which has

technologies or efficiency and

been working for years with the “Fliegerkiste” day-care centre and the Karl Knauer

counterfeit protection, finishing
sustainability.

Foundation in the region for a better reconciliation of work and family life.
The Sustainable League of the European Promotional Products Industry under the
direction of Stefan Schulze-Hausmann, initiator and mastermind of the German
Sustainability Award, underlined in the event that transparent sustainability
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the economy. The winners of the awards are particularly well positioned for this
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“Of course we are very proud that our sense of responsibility and our commitment
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to people, the environment and nature has been recognised,” says Richard
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Kammerer, Managing Partner at Karl Knauer. “In everything we do as a company

You will receive this press release from:

around packaging, advertising, gift packaging and engineering, we feel it is our
responsibility to increase the efficiency of processes while conserving resources
and minimising emissions."
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For industry experts, the string of medals awarded to Karl Knauer are unlikely to be

www.agentur-bamberg.de

surprising, as the Black Forest company was nominated for this competition in
2018 in five categories (Economic Excellence, Environmental Excellence, Social
Excellence, Environment Initiative and Social Initiative).
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Photos are available for downloading at
www.karlknauer.de under the heading
Company/News.
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